BUS TOUR OF EUGENE O’NEILL’S BOSTON
Conceived and Written by Steven F. Bloom
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“Bah Talk”: A Bus Tour of Eugene O’Neill’s Boston
With Cask and Flask, the Tappet Brothers
Gene and Jamie O’Neill
Eugene (Gene) and Jamie enter the bus.
Jamie: Hi, Everyone. We’re the O’Neill Brothers. I’m Jamie.
Gene: And I’m his brother Eugene, or just Gene.
Jamie: We’re Cask and Flask, The Tappet brothers.
Gene: We’re here to take you on a bus tour of Boston that is dear to our hahts. We call it “Bah
Talk.”
J: Great title.
G (bows) As always.
J: And I like the accent. Always trying to capture the right dialect (Gene bows again). So, are we
going to stop at a bunch of bahs?
G: Well, we’re going to pass quite a few. There may be almost as many Irish pubs in the Boston
area as there are Dunkins.
J; So that’s like one on every corner?
G: Well, almost…
J: Can we staht at one?
G: No.
J: Why not?
G: Because we’ve already stahted from here at Suffolk.

J: Why here? Why Suffolk?

G: Why Suffolk University?
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J: Yes. Why Suffolk? I know you spent barely a year at Princeton and a year at Hahvad, and you
got an honorary degree from Yale, where a lot of your papers are. But Why Suffolk? You didn’t
go to school there.
G: No, I didn’t. But that’s where Professor Fred Wilkins taught and hosted the first conferences
about me back in the 80s and 90s. Back then, Suffolk was on Beacon Hill, right behind the State
House over there. These people heard all about Fred and Suffolk last night.
J: I bet all these people know your story pretty well. They know a lot about you…and me…and
Mama and Papa…
G: Yes, I know. They’re wicked smaht!
J: Yes, they ah! Maybe they can tell me why we’re stopping here.
G: I’ll tell you…this is the Boston Irish Famine Memorial. Papa always tried to disassociate
himself from his poor Irish roots…right?

Irish Famine Memorial, Boston
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J: Except when he wanted to teach you the value of a dollar. Then, you couldn’t stop the old
tightwad from telling the story of his past:
“When I was ten my father deserted my mother and went back to Ireland to die….My mother
was left, a stranger in a strange land, with four small children, me and a sister a little older and
two younger than me….Twice we were evicted from the miserable hovel we called home, with
my mother’s few sticks of furniture thrown out in the street, and my mother and sisters
crying….” Blah, blah, blah
G: Even though Papa tried to deny it, we know that he was always part Irish peasant.
J: Yes, and he’d hate us for saying it, but it’s the truth.
G: Just read my stage directions in Long Day’s Journey Into Night: “[James Tyrone] is by nature
and preference a simple, unpretentious man, whose inclinations are still close to his humble
beginnings and his Irish farmer forebears.” And don’t forget Cathleen. Just read those stage
directions: “She is a buxom Irish peasant…with a read-cheeked comely face, black hair and blue
eyes – amiable, ignorant, clumsy, and possessed by a dense, well-meaning stupidity.” And don’t
get me started on the Melody clan in A Touch of the Poet, my “Irish play.” Can’t you just see
them among the statues over there! Do I have to remind you of what I’ve said before? “The one
thing that explains more than anything about me is the fact that I’m Irish.”
J: Well, let’s drink to that! So, where’s the bah?
G: To tell you the truth, when I lived in Boston in my drinking days, I don’t recall which bars I
went to. And when I returned in later years, I didn’t drink anymore (well, not like I used to
anyway); Carlotta made sure of that! We’re sure to pass a few Dunkins and a few Irish pubs near
here.

J: You seem fond of Boston.
G: Well, you could say that I was born and died in Boston.
J: Wait! Everyone knows that you were born in a hotel room in New York!
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G: Yes, but I shipped out on the Charles Racine from Boston and I took Baker’s playwriting
class in Cambridge, two experiences that pretty much shaped my start as a playwright, and then I
did actually die here.
J: In another hotel room, “damn it!” right?
G: Well, yes, but more on that later. I came to Boston four different times in my life, each time
for a reason for which many people still come to Boston today. First, I came here with Papa’s
theater company, so you might say that I came for the Arts (Pause).
As a matter of fact, we’re going to pass the theater on Tremont Street where Papa appeared in
that touring production of The White Sister that brought me here in April 1910… but more about
that time for me in Boston later. The theater itself is worth mentioning, though.

Image provided by Chris Westgate
J: Yes, I looked it up: Built in 1903, the Majestic is “the only known local building designed by
John Galen Howard. Built in opulent style reminiscent of Viennese Rococo, the Majestic is also
the first Boston playhouse to make extensive use of electricity, integrating lighting fixtures into
its architectural design. In January 28, 1941, the Majestic premiered Disney’s Fantasia and
became a first-run movie house by 1945. Eventually, the theater was re-christened the Saxon
and, [more recently] as the [Emerson] Cutler Majestic Theater,” because it is now owned and
operated by Emerson College, “Much of the Majestic’s original splendor survives to this day”
(https://www.bostonathenaeum.org/library/electronic-resources/boston-athenaeum-theatercollection/history).
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G: While I was here, I made my way to the Waterfront, the heart of a thriving shipping business
at the time (less so now, and all the urban revitalization makes the waterfront now virtually
unrecognizable to me). Next, a few years later, I came for Education when I took Professor
Baker’s playwriting class. Then I came here many years later for good Medical care…and for the
waterfront again, the Proximity to the Sea.
Well, here we are at the historic Boston waterfront – Boston Harbor out there…. And…
J (clearing his throat): Excuse me…
G (realizing): Right. Boston Hahba…is one of the oldest in the country, dating back to 1614. It’s
deep and well-defended by the many Hahbor islands, and it provides easy inland access through
the Charles River, the Mystic River, and the Neponset River. Shipping and maritime commerce
have long been part of Boston’s financial infrastructure. And, of course, the Boston Tea Party in
1773 was right over there.
Now we’re near Faneuil Hall, which is the location of Durgin Pahk, a famous old restaurant,
established in 1827, known for its large portions of good New England food and its rude
waitresses. It closed in 2019, but when I was at Hahvad, my pals and I would discuss our work in
Baker’s playwriting class over the beef and beer there…but more on that
later….(Murphy/Monteiro 49, n20 on 327).

Durgin Park, Boston
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Now, my ship, the Charles Racine, departed from the Mystic Wharf, which is actually in the
Charlestown neighborhood, so that’s where we’re heading now.

J: It looks like there are a lot of hotels on and near the waterfront. Why are these people staying
at the Pahkah House?
G: First of all, it was one of conference hotels back when Fred hosted the conferences, it’s so
convenient to Suffolk’s new location, and it’s very historical.

J: Oh, and these smaht people like historical.

G: Sure they do.The original Pahkah House was built at that very location in 1855, and the
current Omni Pahkah House Hotel replaced it on the same spot in 1927, which makes it “the
longest continuously operating hotel in the U.S.” (https://historyofmassachusetts.org/historicboston-hotels/).

Omni Parker House, Boston

J: I hear that some famous people worked there, like Ho Chi Minh and Malcolm X, to name two.
It’s also got some literary heritage: “Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow were members of the literary Saturday Club which regularly met in the
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hotel’s restaurant. Charles Dickens also stayed at the hotel during his 1867-68 American lecture
tour and often joined the Saturday Club’s meetings” (https://historyofmassachusetts.org/historicboston-hotels/). Because of its proximity to the theatre district, many theatre people have stayed
and/or dined there, including Papa’s hero (Wilson, “Theatrical Pursuits”).

G: Booth?

G & J (together, with exaggerated bravado):“’That young man is playing Othello better than I
ever did!’…That from Booth, the greatest actor of his day or any other!” (Both laugh)

G: I bet Papa never stayed at the Pahkah House.

J: Are you kidding? The old miser was too cheap.
G: You’re probably right.
J: Oh, and here’s another claim to fame of the old Pahkah House: John F. Kennedy proposed to
Jackie in the Pahkah House dining room.
G: Another good Catholic….Papa would have liked that….And the Pahkah House is famous for
their restaurant, where they invented Pahkah House dinner rolls and Boston cream pie, and they
serve Baked Boston Scrod.

J: Ha! That reminds me of the one about the professor who came to Boston for a conference. He
jumped in a cab at Logan Airport and asked the driver, “Where can I get scrod in Boston?” and
the cabbie replied, “Well, I can tell you where, pal, but I never heard it in the past imperfect
tense before.”
G: Ha! (After a pause) Well, I never stayed at the Pahkah House, and I never wrote about it.
(Another pause). But Miller did. Willie Loman says that meeting an 84-year-old salesman named
Dave Singleman at the Pahkah House inspired him to pursue his dream as a salesman. And it’s
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implied that it’s at the Pahkah House where his son Biff finds him cheating on his mother with
another woman. So, his idealized vision of Dave Singleman is destroyed in that same hotel.

J: Ironic.
G: Right. And I know a thing or two about irony (scoffs). In fact, it’s a little ironic that Papa’s
theatre brought me to Boston in the first place, considering that years later, the Puritanical
culture police would ban a couple of my plays in Boston. For a long time, “banned in Boston”
was a banner headline, although it wasn’t always a bad thing for a play commercially. It sold
tickets.

Anyway, back in 1910, there were many theaters in Boston and new ones being built; the city
was a popular stop on the road for traveling theater companies. Remember when I returned home
sick in 1909 from my first trip at sea to Honduras? That’s when the old man got me a job as
Assistant Company Manager with the touring production of The White Sister in which he was
co-starring. That play was a doozy, much worse than Monte Cristo. I have to admit I was sad to
see the old man stooping to that level in support of the “actor-yokel” of the day in the lead role
(Gelbs 266). Anyway, the old man figured as long as I was working under his watchful eyes,
Kathleen’s mother couldn’t get her hooks in him to support Kathleen and the baby (my son,
Eugene O’Neill Jr.!). In April of 1910, The White Sister arrived at the Majestic in Boston for a
two-week run, and that’s when I naturally made my way down to the Boston waterfront and all
the way to Charlestown.
(Pause if we haven’t crossed the bridge to Charlestown yet)

J: Did you walk all this way?
G: Well, I didn’t swim. I could have, but even back then, the hahbah was pretty polluted.
J: It got much worse in the 1970s and 1980s, but they say it’s better now.
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G: Still wouldn’t swim in it! Say, there’s the beautiful Leonard Zakim Bunker Hill Memorial
Bridge, which connects Boston proper to Charlestown and northern destinations, and since 2003,
has become a signature part of the Boston skyline. And there’s the historic Bunker Hill
Monument in Charlestown.
J: And don’t forget the Gahden, over there. Home of the Celtics and Bruins, as well as concerts
and entertainment.
G: Oh, yes, but the original Boston Gahden was built in 1928, so it wasn’t here when I was here
in 1910. The new Gahden was built in 1995 and is now called the TD Gahden.

G: I loved to wander around here (just like I did in New London!), watch the square-rigged ships
coming and going with their cargos of lumber (Richter), and peer out to sea and beyond the
horizon.

(Stop bus when it gets to the shipyard; pull in and stop and point out that this is where the old
Mystic Wharf was)
I recalled the sights and sounds here when I wrote my stage directions for Act Three of “Anna
Christie”:
“From the harbor and docks outside, muffled by the closed door and windows, comes the sound
of steamers' whistles and the puffing snort of the donkey engines of some ship unloading
nearby.”
J: (After a pause). It doesn’t sound like that anymore.
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Mystic Wharf, Charlestown, c1911
G (with regret): No, it doesn’t. (Pause) Let’s move on. Anyway, it was here at Mystic Wharf
here in the heavily Irish Charlestown neighborhood, where I met and talked to some sailors:
“It happened quite naturally…as a consequence of what was really inside of me – what I really
wanted, I suppose. I struck up one day by the wharf in Boston with a bunch of sailors, mostly
Norwegians and Swedes. I wanted to ship with somebody and they took me that afternoon to the
captain. Signed up and next thing we were off.” (Gelbs, Life 267)
It actually took a little longer and was more complicated than that. But with my father’s approval
(it got me farther away from Kathleen and her mother and I think he thought it would teach me a
little about responsibility!) and $75, Captain Waage signed me on as an Ordinary Seaman
(Richter 40) on the Charles Racine, a Norwegian vessel engaged primarily in the lumber trade
between Boston and Buenes Aires (42). We shipped out from Boston on June 6, 1910. I
eventually earned the rank of Able Bodied Seaman, but honestly, I started on that voyage mostly
as a passenger who did some work. “I wanted to be a two-fisted Jack London ‘he-man’ sailor, to
knock ‘em cold and eat ‘em alive” (Gelbs, Life 268).

The Charles Racine anchored in Buenes Aires on August 4, 1910. I had spent 57 days at sea,
never in sight of land, travelling 5900 nautical miles (Richter 43), but it always seemed like 65
days to me. I learned a lot about seamanship on that voyage -- “learn[ed] to climb the rigging of
the fore, main and mizzenmasts, and to furl and reef the…six types of sail” (Gelbs, Life 276),
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and for the first time, I experienced “the true peace of God” that I had read about in Conrad
(273). I tried to put it in words in my poem, “Free.” It goes like this:

Weary am I of the tumult, sick of the staring crowd,
Pining for the wild sea places where the soul may think aloud.
Fled is the glamour of cities, dead as the ghost of a dream,
While I pine anew for the tint of blue on the breast of the Gulf Stream.
I have had my dance with Folly, nor do I shirk the blame;
I have sipped the so-called Wine of Life and paid the price of shame;
But I know that I shall find surcease, the rest my spirit craves,
Where the rainbows play in the flying spray, ‘Mid the keen salt kiss of the waves.
Then it’s ho! For the plunging deck of a bark, the hoarse song of the crew,
With never a thought of those we left or what we are going to do;
Nor heed the old ship’s burning, but break the shackles of care
And at last be free, on the open sea, with the trade wind in our hair. (274)
J: It’s a good thing you went with playwriting.
G: I know. I think I got it better with Paddy in The Hairy Ape: “’Twas them days men belonged
to ships, not now. ‘Twas them days a ship was part of the sea, and a man was part of a ship, and
sea joined all together and made it one” (274). And then in Long Day’s Journey: “I belonged,
without past or future, within peace and unity and a wild joy, within something greater than my
own life, or the life of Man, to Life itself!”
J: Like Papa said, you had “the makings of a poet”…
G: Not even the makings…really. “A Touch of the Poet”
J: That’s another good title.

G: Thanks…. It was a transformative experience, and it all started in Boston back there at the
Mystic Wharf. It was there on that clipper, the Charles Racine, where I truly fell in love with the
sea, where I felt I belonged with those men at sea, and by the way, where I learned to appreciate
a good sea shanty:
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(He sings “Drunken Sailor”)
What will we do with a drunken sailor?
What will we do with a drunken sailor?
What will we do with a drunken sailor?
Early in the morning!
(Jamie joins him)
Put him in a long boat till he’s sober
Put him in a long boat till he’s sober
Put him in a long boat till he’s sober
Early in the morning!
Everybody!
Put him in the bed with the captain’s daughter
Put him in the bed with the captain’s daughter
Put him in the bed with the captain’s daughter
Early in the morning!
That's what we do with a drunken sailor
That's what we do with a drunken sailor
That's what we do with a drunken sailor
Early in the morning!
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morning!
J: You know, all that sea talk makes me thirsty. Can we stop at a bah yet?
G: Well, we are going to pass by another great Irish pub, this one in Cambridge (our fair city) –
it’s called the Plough and the Stahs in Central Square. (Pause if we haven’t passed it yet until
we do) There it is!
J: That name sounds familiar. Isn’t there an Irish play by that name?
G: Yes, O’Casey wrote that one. A fine play by a fine Irish playwright.
J: Sounds good. Let’s go then.
G: But we’re not stopping there.
J: Why not? Why else are we in Cambridge?
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G: Because in 1914, I came to Cambridge for education, when I took that playwriting class at
Hahvahd with Professor George Pierce Baker.
J: That’s when you told him in your application that you wanted to be “an ahtist or nothing,”
right?
G: Yes. A good line, that, don’t you think?
J: Yes, but I made you. You’re my Frankenstein!!
G: Ha!
J: So, are we going to pahk the cah in Hahvahd Yahd?
G: No, we’re not going to pahk there – too much traffic and too hahd to find a pahking place -but we going to drive by there.
(Pause
But first, here is where I lived that year, at 1105 Massachusetts Avenue.

1105 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
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There was a house here then. It was a small house. I rented a room from the Mennonite family
that lived there, the Ebels from Kansas, for $30 a month, which left me with little else on the $10
a week allowance the old man gave me for living expenses. Some “living”! I had “a nice corner
room on the ground floor with three big windows” (Gelbs, Life 451). I didn’t care for their
religious devotion and Catherine Ebel was not much of a cook. They read from the Bible at
breakfast, spoke German, and prayed before every meal. “S’nuff said!” (450). Mostly I stayed in
my room and wrote. I took off on weekends, often to New London to see “Bee.” I was wooing
Beatrice Ashe, but long distance was hard. I once helped out a friend who was studying
photography “in his studies of the nude” (473) by posing for him in my underwear. I sent the
photo to Bee; it got me “her garter and some ‘tangled hair’ from her comb” (474), but it didn’t
get her in bed with me (Dowling, 111-112).

Eugene O’Neill posing for an art student at Harvard University, 1914
While we’re outside Hahvad Yahd, though, I should point out Massachusetts Hall over there,
the oldest surviving building at Hahvad College.
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(Bus should follow Mass Ave around when it curves right and then pull over at the second gate

Now it houses the offices of the President and other administrators, and Freshmen live on the
fourth floor. Back then, though, it was the site of the famous Workshop 47 taught by George
Pierce Baker.

Massachusetts Hall, Harvard Yard
There were 12 of us in his class, “Baker’s Dozen”! Baker sat at the end of an “oblong oak table,
surrounded by his students” (Gelbs, Life 452). I thought he was going to help me write plays that
would be different from my father’s awful melodramas, but he always had his eye on the box
office. He was “back in the dark ages when the American theater was still, for playwrights, the
closed-shop, star-system, amusement racket” (Dowling 113). I wrote some pretty “rotten”
(Gelbs, Life 463) stuff for him, which I later destroyed, but my one-act “The Sniper” won
honorable mention in Baker’s one-act contest (probably only honorable mention, which didn’t
get produced, because Baker didn’t think a war play would be popular during wartime!). A few
years later, though, the Provincetown Players produced it (Dowling 110).
When I stayed in Cambridge, I’d hang out with some of my classmates. One was William L.
Laurence, a Latvian Jew with the same taste in reading as mine. I spent a lot of time in his room
in Thayer Hall, back inside Hahvad Yahd, talking mostly about Nietzsche. It was Laurence
who introduced me to Gorky’s The Lower Depths, which set the depths pretty low, you know?
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(Gelbs, Life 469), so low that I felt right at home in the “Hell Hole” in New York! Another pal
was Felton Elkins – everyone called him “Pinky” Back then, Laurence and Pinky and I and a few
others spent many nights bar-hopping and carousing, but for me, those “episodes” were
“relatively mild,” compared to other times in my drinking life (470). John V.A. Weaver, Pinky,
and I used to drink at the Irish bahs that were all around, and we’d discuss our work for Baker’s
class “over boiled beef and beer” at Durgin Pahk (remember? we passed Faneuil Hall earlier,
but as I said, Durgin Pahk isn’t there anymore). There was a “spaghetti diner” in Cambridge
(471) that we went to a lot, and an Armenian restaurant, the Old Howard burlesque house, and
the bar at the James Hotel (Sheaffer I, 301), but I’ll be damned if I can find any of those now!

(Pause if the bus has not arrived at 195 Brattle Street yet)
One night, I visited Baker at his house at 195 Brattle Street; his was the “finest study I was ever
in” (Gelbs, Life 462).

195 Brattle Street, Cambridge
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Just for the record, Baker wasn’t too popular in the Hahvad English Department. The faculty
there thought “playwriting stopped with Congreve” (452). I found Baker to be “a fine man with a
very fascinating personality” (451). That night in his study, we “smoked his gold-tipped
cigarettes” (Dowling 113) and talked for hours. Baker asked me if my “’preference for grim and
depressing subjects was not something of a pose.’ [I] responded that it wasn’t, that to [me] ‘life
looked that way’ after [my] years as a sailor and down and out in Buenes Aires and New York.”
He “plied” me for “tales of [my] ‘adventures along the Ragged Edge,’ and [I] “saw that even he
was forced to acknowledge that I [had] knocked about a bit’” (113). “I did most of the talking
and I held his interest all right for it is almost unprecedented for him to give up a whole evening
to one student” (Gelbs, Life 462). Baker said that I had the “stuff” in me and with “time and hard
work” I would “grind it out.” I tell you, I got more out of that visit “than all of the classes put
together” (462).
I didn’t say much in those classes, but sometimes, I just couldn’t help myself and I’d make some
biting comment under my breath. I don’t think the other students liked me very much, although I
think they knew that I was the best among them. They all knew, and even Baker admitted, that I
had a “much wider experience of life” (466) than any of them had. Baker said that my “skills to
‘manage the longer forms’ required fine-tuning” (more irony, right?). He said that my “trouble
lay not so much in creating plausible characters but rather in [my] tendency to place them amid
the entanglements of a melodramatic plot” (Dowling 113). Ya think? “The course wasn’t much
good to me, for they spent the whole first year on fundamentals of the theater that I had learned
in short pants” (Gelbs, Life 466). I have to admit, though, that it was from Baker that I learned
the “technical procedure of writing a scenario before attempting any actual dialogue – a rule [I]
followed with only rare exceptions throughout [my] career” (466). In retrospect, above all, I am
forever grateful to Baker for his encouragement at a time when I needed it desperately: “The
most vital thing for us, as possible future artists and creators, to learn at the time (Good God! For
anyone to learn anywhere at any time!) was to believe in our work and to keep on believing. He
helped us to hope – and for that we owe him all the finest we have in memory of gratitude and
friendship” (467).
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J: Do I see athletic fields up ahead? And Hahvad Stadium? “Built in 1903, it is also the nation’s
first stadium built for college football. Harvard Stadium is a horseshoe containing architectural
elements of a Greek stadium and Roman circus and is considered an engineering marvel, as it
was the world’s first massive reinforced concrete structure and the first large permanent arena for
American college athletics” (https://gocrimson.com/sports/2020/5/5/information-facilitiesharvardstadium.aspx?id=53). So, did you go to any games?
G: I did. I remember going to one right before my birthday in October that year – it was “a
corker” (454).

J: Sounds like you had some good times in Cambridge.
G: I did, but my desire for Bee distracted me and Baker’s class frustrated me. There were times,
especially after I returned from a weekend with Bee in New London, when I complained to her
that my work was “tiresome,” my room “dismal,” Cambridge “a bore,” Boston “a frightful ennui
of spirit” and Massachusetts “a dog’s island” (455).

J: Yikes! Take that, Hahvad, Cambridge, Boston, and Massachusetts!

G: Well, that was a little harsh. I mean I longed for Bee, so I turned it on for her in my letters.
But it wasn’t that bad, not all of it. Baker invited me along with three others to participate in his
new more advanced Workshop 47 for the 1915-1916 school year, and I thought I’d go back,
although I was going to “locate in Boston” because Cambridge was “too darn dead” (482). As it
turned out, I returned to New London in the summer of 1915 and never came back to Cambridge
for that second year. The old man was having trouble getting cast in plays, and he cut the $10 a
week living expenses. After all my wooing got me nowhere, I had finally given up on Bee, so I
decided to head to Greenwich Village. From there, I went to Provincetown in the summer of
1916, where the Provincetown Players produced my first plays. Provincetown isn’t far from
Boston. You can drive there in a few hours, but you can get there faster by boat from a pier back
on the waterfront, near where we started our trip today.
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I really wanted to go back to Baker’s class in 1915.…”It was none of my choice. I just didn’t
have the money, couldn’t get it, and had to take a job as a New York dramatic critic on a new
theatrical magazine. Oh, indeed, I wanted to come back!” (482).

(Pause until we get to the bridge over the Charles)

Oh, riding along the Charles here reminds me that sometimes Laurence and I would take long
walks through Cambridge and Boston when I was around on weekends, crossing the Charles
River Bridge all the way to Boston, “like a combination of Joyce’s Bloom and Mulligan” (470).

By the way, eventually, when Harvard refused to build a theatre for Baker, he moved to Yale,
and when I had to decide where to leave my papers, I left them to Yale: “Perhaps, as a just man, I
should have asked Harvard if it wanted any, but I’m not a just man where Harvard is concerned
(early Princeton influence, perhaps). I just don’t like the damned place” (483). I’m pretty sure,
though, that Yale later gave me an honorary degree as a “gesture of retroactive gratitude…for
[my] decision to attend Princeton and Harvard instead of Yale” (Dowling 318).
Well, here we are at 375 Beacon Street (Brooks 2), where our wealthy pal “Pinky” Elkins had a
townhouse, which we called his “mansion”; he leased it with a butler and chauffeur.

375 Beacon Street, Boston
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We’d have dinners there with Pinky and his wife, and Pinky would buy us all tickets to the
theater. Years later, I realized that Pinky was “a tightwad except when his personal indulgence
and vanity was concerned. He could cry poor on a waiter’s tip with two grand in his wallet”
(Gelbs, Life 472).

After we walked over that bridge from Cambridge, when we were drunk enough, Laurence and I
would sometimes walk on the Boston Common, towards which we’re heading now, and lecture
anyone who came by – mostly sailors and their companions – on “universal sterilization as the
best solution for the human race…We were loud, but our audiences seemed to be amused, and
we somehow managed to escape arrest” (471). Oh, yes, I had some good times in Cambridge and
Boston, but things changed in the Summer of 1915 and I never came back.

(Pause until we turn onto Arlington Street at the Public Gardens. Stop in front of the old Ritz)

J: Why are we stopping here?
G: This is the old Ritz-Carlton where Carlotta and I stayed.
J: Wait a minute. When was that? I thought you didn’t come back?
G: I didn’t come back in 1915, and I never came back to Cambridge, but I did come back to
Boston. Many years later, in 1948, after Carlotta and I had returned from the west coast to New
York City, timed especially for the original production of The Iceman Cometh, we fought,
separated, and reconciled several times and then decided to move to Boston for the “superior
medical care” (Dowling 461) and the proximity to the sea. I may have been born in Manhattan,
but “…as a playwright, [I] ‘felt closest to the battle of moral forces in New England,’ and as a
person [I] ‘loved that region best’” (Sheffer II, 612). We moved to Boston on April 19, 1948 and
briefly settled into the Ritz-Carlton, right next to the Public Gardens, across from the Boston
Common.

Then:
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The Ritz-Carlton, Boston
J: That’s a fancy hotel, right? Only high-rollers can stay there.
G: Yes, I’m sure that’s why Carlotta chose it. Built in 1927, it was the first Ritz-Carlton in the
United States. According to the New England Historical Society, it “combined European luxury
with Bostonian snobbery.” Perfect for Carlotta, right? It has been said that the Boston RitzCarlton “set the bar for what luxury hotels should be”
(https://www.newenglandhistoricalsociety.com/ritz-carlton-opens-may-19-1927/), and it catered
to celebrities and dignitaries from its opening through the 40s and 50s. It remained the RitzCarlton under different owners until 2007, when it became the Taj Boston, and the Ritz-Carlton
moved to a new location over on Avery Street near the Opera House. The old building changed
hands again in 2018 when Highgate Hotels purchased it, renovated it, and rebranded it The
Newbury Boston, although locals still refer to it as the “Old Ritz”
(www.thenewburyboston.com), and they still serve afternoon tea here.
Now:
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The Newbury, Boston
J: I heard that Tennessee Williams wrote part of Streetcar Named Desire while he stayed there.
G: Well, I could no longer write by the time we lived there because of my damned tremor. We
didn’t stay there for long and I don’t recall getting around much in Boston. There was the time
we attended a screening of Olivier’s Hamlet at a movie company headquarters within walking
distance of the Ritz-Carlton (Sheaffer II, 615). Carlotta and I “fought like hyenas” about that
one: she loved it, but I didn’t think much of it (614-615).

(Pause until we get to Back Bay Station)
Now we’re passing Back Bay Station, so I have to jump ahead a little, so that we don’t have to
circle back here later. After staying at the Ritz, we moved to Marblehead, and then we separated
for a while; Carlotta stayed in Boston, while I went back to New York City. In 1951, I returned
again to Boston, accompanied by a nurse. We arrived here at Back Bay Station where Dr. Kozol
met us and drove us to the Shelton Hotel, where Carlotta awaited….but more on all that later.
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Then:

Back Bay Station, Boston
Now:

Back Bay Station, Boston
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Now, while we make our way to the site of the Shelton, let’s go back to 1948 at the Ritz-Carlton.
From our suite at the Ritz, within a month, we managed to purchase a “seaside cottage” in
Marblehead, a coastal town about 20 miles north of Boston. It took several months to do
renovations, so we didn’t settle in there until September (617-618). Carlotta bought many
“antiques and other quality furnishings” for the Marblehead house at Carbones on Boylston
Street (“no longer in existence”) (617). We met Earle Johnson there. He was an interior designer
who helped us furnish the house and then we became friends. Well, really Carlotta became
friends. She would ask him to visit and he would sit with me outdoors on the deck chairs, but we
didn’t talk much. Carlotta talked more. I think she thought I needed company, but she probably
needed the company more than I did (Murphy/Monteiro 285-286).
J: Are we going to Marblehead?
G: Uh…no, we can’t go there now. With all the traffic, it would be a long drive. It was a nice
little “two-story, six-room house,” #4, “…at the tip of Marblehead Neck…built in 1880 (so a
little older than I was!)…perched on a cliff on Point O’Rocks Lane, overlooking the Atlantic. Its
modest gray-shingled New England frame and long sloping eaves” reminded me of the Pink
House, our family’s home in New London before we moved into Monte Cristo Cottage. “It [was]
like coming home, in a way, and I [felt] happier than in many years” (Gelbs, Women 665;
Dowling 462). Carlotta did renovations, of course, to get it up to her standards. In the end, with
all the renovations, we spent $85,000 on that house, which mostly came from Carlotta’s trust
(Dowling 462). “Separated from Marblehead proper by a long causeway, the neck is an
exclusive, affluent summer resort and a haven for yachtsmen [perfect for Carlotta], but mostly
deserted during the winter [perfect for me]. The…house is on the outermost curve of the neck;
it’s easy to find if you’re ever in the area. It took about four months to complete the renovations,
so we didn’t move in until September 1948.
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4 Point O’Rocks Lane, Marblehead, MA
Reflecting back on our move from Tao House to Marblehead, I realize how much “I [longed] to
get back to and in the sea. One thing our ranch in the San Ramon Valley taught me was that no
matter how beautiful the hills and woods and meadows…I can admire it objectively but in any
deep spiritual sense I don’t belong….Beach grass is the only verdure I really understand, dunes
are my hills, the beach-sun is my only sun and the sea is the symbol of the mystery of life to
which I belong, and has been that for me since I was a small boy” (Sheaffer II, 611).

J: So, did you come into Boston much from Marblehead?
G: No. We went into Boston for some doctors’ appointments, but even the best specialists in
Boston couldn’t fix my tremor. I had to face it that I probably wasn’t going to write any more
plays, wasn’t going to finish the Cycle I was working on, although I hear now that it turns out
that I kind of had already said what I wanted to say, so it was kind of finished (right, Zander?).
Oh, I think we saw a play in Boston once, but that’s about it. I was down in the dumps. I didn’t
leave the Marblehead house much (626).
J: But I know you didn’t die in a house in Marblehead. You died in a hotel in Boston, and it
wasn’t the Ritz. So, what happened?
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G: Well, Carlotta and I did pretty well in the little house in Marblehead…for a time. Then, we
had a big fight (see the opera about it by Kushner and Tesori called Blizzard on Marblehead
Neck. Blizzard? Hell, it was a friggin ‘Noreaster!). I ended up in Salem Hospital up there on the
North Shore with a broken knee (or was it my ankle?), and Carlotta ended up at McLean’s
Hospital in Belmont, Mass, just west of Boston, for psychiatric care. Then, as I said a few
minutes ago, I went back to New York for more medical care and she went back to Marblehead
for a time, but then moved into the Shelton Hotel back in Boston. She pleaded with me to come
back and be with her, and I needed her. I needed care, and she was the only one I could turn to;
she was the only one who knew how to care for me. I figured that “together [we] might help each
other; apart there could only be even greater torture and then dissolution” (Murphy/Monteiro
271). I was doomed; we were doomed together.
So, on May 17, 1951, in spite of the advice of many friends and confidantes not to, I took a train
back to Boston, accompanied by my nurse, Sallie Coughlin. That was the last time I passed
through New London, but Sallie had given me a sedative when we left New York, so I slept right
through Connecticut. When we arrived at Back Bay Station (remember, we passed by a little
while ago), Dr. Kozol (Carlotta’s psychiatrist) met us there with a wheelchair and drove us in his
car the Shelton Hotel, where Carlotta was waiting for me.

Then:

The Shelton Hotel
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The hotel was conveniently located right across the street from Dr. Kozol’s office. It’s hard for
me to remember how she greeted me, but Carlotta said that I “walked right by [her] and said, ‘I
love you, forgive me,’ and…went right on by, into the bedroom without even stopping”
(Sheaffer II, 657). I prefer Sallie’s version: “As soon as we came in, she [Carlotta] threw her
arms around [me], hugging and kissing [me].” Sallie said that I “smiled more than in all the
weeks [she’d] known [me]” and that “[I] was happy to be home” (657).

J: So what was the Shelton like?
G: Well, it wasn’t the Ritz. Built in 1923, the Shelton was one of the original hotels in the
Sheraton chain. Our suite on the fourth floor -- #401 – overlooked the Charles River and beyond
that, Cambridge, where I had spent that year in Baker’s class. The suite had “a living room,
furnished partly with the last of [our] Chinese things, and a bedroom with twin beds; all [our]
meals were brought up from the hotel kitchen” (658). Le Plessis, Casa Genotta, and Tao House
were “dream palaces,” and even the little house in Marblehead was a “mansion,” by comparison
(Gelbs, Women 714). Carlotta called it “charming” (714).
(Pause if we haven’t yet arrived at Kilachand)
J: Look! I found this in a 1984 walking tour of Boston, written by Marshall Brooks: “It is a
ghastly building, that sums up in cold characterless brick and jutting right angles the terrible
disappointment of O’Neill’s last painful years. Of all the myriad monuments and landmarks in
Boston, none other is quite as odd or chilling as this one.”
G: Good thing Carlotta never saw that!
J: She must have hated it!
G: I think so, but it was right across the street from her shrink, Dr. Kozol.
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Now:

Kilachand Hall, Summer 2022

You know the rest of the story: Except for a couple of hospitalizations, I never left Suite 401.A
few days before I died, I said my last words – “Born in a hotel room – and God damn it – died in
a hotel room!”
J: Great curtain line!
G: I know. I died in that room at the Shelton on November 27, 1953.
`
J: So, after you died here, why didn’t they bury you with papa, mama, and me in New London?
G: Carlotta was in charge. My will stated that I wanted “to be buried in a burial lot with my wife
and I authorize my Executrix to purchase such a lot and erect a simple stone thereon” (Gelbs,
Women 737). She went out of her way to evade the press, and she was grateful to the hotel staff
who helped protect our privacy, especially “two men who were strong of arm, and determined,
good Bostonians…throwing people downstairs and I don’t know what” (737). Somehow, she
secretly went out with her lawyer to buy the burial site at Forest Hills. She would take
unnecessarily long and circuitous routes, even changing taxis, just to travel the two blocks from
the Shelton to J.S. Waterman & Sons funeral home at 495 Commonwealth Avenue, which is
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no longer in this location. (Point out Waterman’s – building with turrets on corner -- as we turn
towards Fenway)

495 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston (formerly Waterman & Sons)

J: So, she had your back to the end.
G (“with a smile, then a furtive grimace, which quickly changes, his lips curling unknowingly
beneath his mustache into an ironic smile”): Maybe (“After a pause”).
J: Hey! There’s Fenway Pahk!
G: Yes, that’s it. Never saw a game there. Damn shame. I lived so close at the Shelton. Truth is,
though, I was always more of a New York sports fan.

J: The damn Yankees?

G: Well, back then, three were the Giants, the Dodgers, and the Yankees. I rooted for the
Yankees. I remember how surprised my friend Charles Kennedy, a lifelong friend whom I met
during my Provincetown years, was when I told him that I “sided with the Yankees to win” the
1947 World Series against the Dodgers. He said that, when I was in Brooklyn with my father’s
theater company, I must have “lost [my] way in [my] hurry to get out of Brooklyn and the
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recurring fright [must have] clouded [my] judgment on the World’s [sic] Series. How else could
[I] have rooted against the Beloved Bums?” (Murphy/Monteiro 92).
J: Well, don’t say you rooted for the Yankees too loudly around here, okay? We have a ways to
go on this bus, and we want to do that safely. (Puts on a Red Sox hat and looks around outside
the bus) Go Sox! (Pause) Okay, the coast is clear now.

G: Can we get back to my funeral?
J: Actually, before that, I want to go back to the Shelton. Isn’t it true that, you destroyed some
manuscripts there?

G: Oh, that! Yes, we destroyed manuscripts of plays I knew that I would never complete.
Nobody could “be allowed to finish my plays.” I trusted Carlotta, but as I told her, “you might
get run over and I don’t want anybody else working on these plays” (Gelbs, Women 729). We
tore them up and threw them into a fire (Dowling 471). As I recall, there was no fireplace in our
suite, so Carlotta probably brought the shredded pages down to the basement of the Shelton and
threw them in the furnace there.

J: I hear that Boston University bought the Shelton in 1954 and made it a dormitory, which they
called Shelton Hall. In the mid-1980s, BU designated the fourth floor as “the Writers’ Corridor,”
and students interested in creative writing have lived there for many years, often publishing a
collection of their works called “Eugene’s Legacy.” Probably better than the bum stuff I wrote
for the lit magazine at college!
G: They should have called it, “The Stammering of us Fog People.”
J: And get this: Students who live there believe that the fourth floor is haunted by your ghosts.
G: Now that’s Carlotta’s legacy!
J: In 2013, a generous donor provided funding for renovations of Shelton Hall, which was to
become the home of the BU honors college and renamed Kilachand Hall. Then president of the
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O’Neill Society, the late Kurt Eisen, a BU alum, accompanied by Beth Wynstra and Steve
Bloom, met with the Director of the Honors College and others at BU to ensure that the plaque
identifying your association with the building was moved from the lobby to the fourth floor and
that its historical significance would be preserved. BU continues to designate the fourth floor as
Writer’s Corridor.

G: Ha! Recognition for me at an institution of higher learning and haunted by Carlotta! Now
there’s some irony. As we saw, Kilachand is under renovation now. BU claims that “there will
be extensive exterior work performed on the brick façade to maintain the historical aspects of the
building that make Kilachand Hall so distinctive” (https://www.bu.edu/khc/kilachand-hallrenovation/).
J: You must be the “historical aspect,” right?
G: Hope so. I hope the fourth floor remains intact.
J: Well, someone in your Society should stay on top of that one!
G: They also say that they’re doing much needed improvements, including “demolition and
redesign” of the 9th floor, where, as I recall, there is a terrific lounge with an awesome view of
the Charles and Cambridge.

J: I bet this crew would love to party up there!
G: Well, maybe next time. Let’s hope so.

J: Speaking of partying, any good bahs near the Shelton?
G: Wasn’t drinking anymore. More interested in the docs and hospitals this time around. Didn’t
go out much, except to see doctors, and I was hospitalized a few times. I stayed at the Faulkner
Hospital for a couple of weeks late in 1951; they thought I had gastroenteritis. I had a gallstone
attack, “followed by fluctuating fever and chills, a seizure of unstoppable hiccups, and ‘ghastly
night sweats’” – all of which made my tremor worse. It was awful. Then, early in 1952, they
hospitalized me again at Faulkner. It was getting too hard for Carlotta to care for me, so she
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needed help. They sent me back to the Shelton with a part-time nurse, and Carlotta promised not
to send me to the hospital.
After I died, she delayed my interment to “foil” the journalists so long that “the Health
Department asked Waterman’s how long the body was going to remain unburied” (Sheaffer II,
672). When the newspapers finally learned that a burial permit had been obtained from the
Health Department, she moved the time up an hour to fool the “scavenger press” (672), as she
put it. Well, it worked. On Wednesday morning, December 2, 1953, the hearse and a limousine
with Carlotta, Dr. Kozol, and Nurse Welton wound its way through traffic, pretty much as we are
doing now, but worse because it was closer to rush hour, according to some accounts followed
by two other vehicles they didn’t know about, carrying my barber from Salem and an English
teacher from Brandeis University who loved my plays (go figure!), and made their way to Forest
Hills Cemetery. “No one would have guessed – not even the waiting and watching reporters –
that this inconspicuous procession was Eugene O’Neill’s funeral cortege” (Gelbs, Women 737).
She made sure there was “no publicity…nobody…at [the] funeral…no religious representative
of any creed or kind…” (Sheaffer II, 671), just as I wished.

(Pause until we arrive at the cemetery)

J: It says on their website that “FOREST HILLS CEMETERY is one of the finest examples of
the garden cemetery in the United States. It was founded in 1848 to provide a magnificent parklike setting to bury and remember family and friends. Set among the important jewels of Greater
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Boston’s “Emerald Necklace”— the linked collection of parks and green spaces (the “jewels”)
that ring the city — Forest Hills Cemetery is a treasure trove of natural splendor and man-made
beauty. In recognition of its unique qualities, Forest Hills Cemetery was added to the National
Register of Historic Places in 2004 [and] was named one of the “1000 Greatest Places” in
Massachusetts” (https://www.foresthillscemetery.com/).
G: Top 1000?
J: That’s what it says.
G Go on.
J: It says, “The famous and lesser known are at rest here — at peace in a truly beautiful
setting. From the beginning in 1848, Forest Hills has been the resting place for some of the
community’s most outstanding citizens, honored for service to their country, or for their success
in politics, literature or the arts and sciences. It is also a resting place for every citizen, of any
origin or accomplishment. Today, Forest Hills is still an active burial ground, and is also a
historic site, an open-air museum, and a 275-acre greenspace and arboretum.” And you’re not the
only well-known dead guy buried here. Other “historic, cultural and civic figures…buried here
[include] the abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison, suffragist Lucy Stone, poets Anne Sexton and
e.e. cummings, and sculptor Martin Milmore” (https://www.foresthillscemetery.com/).
G (“quickly snaps”): But I’m the only Nobel winner, right?
J (“averts his eyes”): Yes, it looks like you are. (“A knowing grin flashes across his face”)
G (“Meets his grin with a sardonic one of his own”): I know…your Frankenstein! (they high
five…”a long silence, then movingly, seeming to wipe an unconscious tear from his left eye,
which could have been the eye of Carlotta were it not that it was in his head”)
Carlotta loved this place. She said, “It’s a very lovely cemetery. It’s got beautiful trees,
enormous rhododendrons, and in the spring and summer, with the dogweed, it’s quite, quite
lovely. [She] planted laurel around the headstone, like the laurel wreaths of the Greek heroes”
(Gelbs, Women 738). You’ll see.
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(Disembark from bus at gravesite)

J: I see that there was one story about the funeral in a local newspaper, the Boston Post, written
by Warren Carberg, but he did not reveal his source (probably your barber or the guy from
Brandeis…). Here’s how he described the graveside scene:
“There were no formal prayers. A funeral director’s assistant stepped forward and placed
a single spray of white chrysanthemums on the casket, and then the three mourners turned
and walked to the automobile. Not a word was spoken. No hymns were sung. Mrs. O’Neill
wore simple black clothing, with no mourning veil. She was pale and appeared without
make-up. There seemed to be tiny lines of grief about her eyes and mouth. No tears showed
in her eyes.”

(737)

G (“looking wounded and at the same time proud and amused and angry”): Yes, that sounds
about right…except that they buried me “six inches beyond the plot,” so they had to dig me up
and rebury me.
J: Still restlessly trying to feel at home?
G: Something like that.
(“There is a very long silence”)
J: As I recall, you once said that your epitaph should read: “There’s something to be said for
being dead.”
G: Yes, I like that!
J: But that’s not what it says?
G: Of course not. Carotta would have none of that. She ordered a “boulder of New England
granite,” which was installed in March 1954. She told the monument maker that she wanted
“something simple, vigorous, powerful, in keeping with my husband’s character.” So,all it says
is: Eugene O’Neill; Born New York City Oct 14, 1888; Died Boston Mass Nov 27, 1953; “Rest
in Peace.” Carlotta had them print the same for her – And Carlotta; His Wife; Born San
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Francisco; Dec 28,1888; but left out the place and date of her death, which they added when she
died in a New Jersey nursing home: Westwood NJ Nov 18, 1970.

Forest Hills Cemetery, Boston
(Everyone exits the bus to gather at the gravesite)
J: Nice that you’re together.
G (“after a long pause, stares at his brother in disbelief, appreciation, and with irony”) As
always.
Some say that I wrote a better epitaph for myself in Long Day’s Journey Into Night. It comes at
the end of Edmund’s long monologue in Act Four, but let’s read the whole thing:

“You’ve just told me some high spots in your memories. Want to hear mine?/
They’re all connected with the sea./ Here’s one./ When I was on the
Squarehead square rigger, bound for Buenos Aires./ Full moon in the Trades.
The old hooker driving fourteen knots./ I lay on the bowsprit, facing astern,
with the water foaming into spume under me, the masts with every sail white
in the moonlight, towering high above me./ I became drunk with the beauty
and singing rhythm of it, and for a moment I lost myself—actually lost my
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life./ I was set free!/ I dissolved in the sea, became white sails and flying spray,
became beauty and rhythm, became moonlight and the ship and the high dimstarred sky!/ I belonged, without past or future, within peace and unity and a
wild joy, within something greater than my own life, or the life of Man, to Life
itself!/ To God, if you want to put it that way./ Then another time, on the
American Line, when I was lookout on the crow’s nest in the dawn watch./ A
calm sea, that time./ Only a lazy ground swell and a slow drowsy roll of the
ship./ The passengers asleep and none of the crew in sight./ No sound of man./
Black smoke pouring from the funnels behind and beneath me./ Dreaming,
not keeping lookout, feeling alone, and above, and apart, watching the dawn
creep like a painted dream over the sky and sea which slept together./ Then
the moment of ecstatic freedom came./ The peace, the end of the quest, the last
harbor, the joy of belonging to a fulfillment beyond men’s lousy, pitiful,
greedy fears and hopes and dreams!/ And several other times in my life, when
I was swimming far out, or lying alone on a beach, I have had the same
experience./ Became the sun, the hot sand, green seaweed anchored to a rock,
swaying in the tide./ Like a saint’s vision of beatitude./ Like the veil of things
as they seem drawn back by an unseen hand./ For a second you see—and
seeing the secret, are the secret./ For a second there is meaning!/ Then the
hand lets the veil fall and you are alone, lost in the fog again, and you stumble
on toward nowhere, for no good reason!/
(He grins wryly.)/
It was a great mistake, my being born a man, I would have been much more
successful as a sea gull or a fish. As it is, I will always be a stranger who never
feels at home, who does not really want and is not really wanted, who can
never belong, who must always be a little in love with death!”
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(Excerpt From: Eugene O'Neill, William Davies King & Jessica Lange. “Long Day's Journey
Into Night: Multimedia Edition.” Apple Books. https://books.apple.com/us/book/long-daysjourney-into-night-multimedia-edition/id1093251047)
(Silence)
G: And then there’s the words of my “Hairy Ape,” well actually, my words in the stage
directions, of course: “And, perhaps, the Hairy Ape at last belongs.”

(Longer time of silence for all to visit the gravesite or walk around nearby. After some time
passes, everyone returns to the bus.)

(After a long silence, as everyone contemplates the graveside visit, Jamie seems to snap out of it)
J: “What’s the matter, everybody? What is this, a funeral? This ain’t the morgue! Hell, this is a
celebration!” I need a drink! Let’s finally find a bah!

G: I think I know of one right near here.
J: Ah we there yet?
G: Just wait.
(After a while, when Eugene O’Neills is in sight)
J: Wait! Is that a mirage? Do my eyes deceive me? Is that a bah called Eugene O’Neill’s?

Eugene O’Neill’s Pub, Jamaica Plain
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G: Haha! Yes, there it is, at 3700 Washington Street in Jamaica Plain. It opened around 2012, but
closed in 2017. Incredibly, it reopened just last week, just in time for us! As the bartender once
said, it’s named “for some playwright who’s buried out back!”
J: Pretty good, for you, to have a bar walking distance from where you’re buried and to get it
named for you, too!
G: “All I want is to see you happy!” (Looks around) So, let’s go inside and drink up! (“with a
rare smile”). “It’s always fair weather, when good fellows get together!”
J: As Papa used to say, to “sunny days and starry nights”! Bah Talk” concludes in the bar!
G: Well, you’ve done it again, you’ve wasted another long day’s journey into night with us,
Jamie and Gene, the O’Neill Brothers
J: Cask and Flask, the Tappet Brothers.
G: And remember, “don’t drink like my brother!”
J: “Don’t drink like my brother!”
(“Everyone enters Eugene O’Neill’s for drinks!”)
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